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Color expert Joen Wolfrom takes the mystery out of choosing just-right colors and fabrics with

her visual coloring technique.
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theory?YESIs there a fun, fast, easy way to select colors for my quilts?YESIs there a way to

pick my quilts’ colors without being surprised at the end?YESThe easiest way to select colors

for your quilts is with a method I call visual coloring. It is fun and easy. It gives great results—

and perhaps best of all—it takes very little time to learn.Join me in this wonderful adventure to

unlock the keys to selecting colors and fabrics for your quilts. There’s no risk, no anguish, and

no pain. Instead, the time you spend choosing colors and fabrics will be filled with exciting

realizations and fun exploration. Visual coloring is a simple step to color independence and—it

could be the most important journey in your creative life!I love color! I especially love beautifully

colored quilts—quilts that are stunningly dramatic, visually exciting, richly autumnal, quietly

subdued, and refreshingly cool. I find beauty in both quiet hues and brilliant colors. I have

rarely met a color I didn’t like! You may be like I am, or you may be more discerning about your

color preferences.The big question for quilters isn’t what colors do we like, but how can we use

the colors we love to create the beautiful quilts we envision? I pondered this question many

years ago, which led me to devise a simple color-selection method. I have named this method

visual coloring.Visual coloring allows us to work with colors successfully in an almost foolproof

manner. It trains our eyes to see the subtle nuances in nature’s colors. The colors and fabrics

incorporated in every quilt in this book were selected by using visual coloring. Before

immersing ourselves in the idea of visual coloring, let’s look at some of the most important

aspects of our relationship with color.COLOR INFLUENCESNo matter how old you are or how

long you have been quilting, it’s important that you get in tune with the colors you intuitively

respond to in a positive way. Each of us responds to colors and color combinations positively or

negatively, depending on our makeup and life experiences.Many of our color responses have

much to do with where we grew up, where we have spent most of our adult lives, and our life

experiences. These influences are often so subtle that we aren’t even aware of them. If we

think back to our early experiences, we may find clues to many of our color loves and dislikes.

It may be interesting to see how environment, geographic region, and culture play a role in the

colors we intuitively love. Different regions provide their own unique natural colorings. Our color

favorites are deeply rooted in the areas we know best and in those we feel most at home.If you

grew up in or near a desert, you may have a natural affinity for the strong desert hues: the

warm earth tones, the strong blue skies, and the brilliant hues of the wildflowers.If you are from

the desert, you know how stunning the textures and colors of rock formations can be,

particularly when highlights and shadows accentuate their beauty. No doubt your memory bank

is filled with visions of the breathtaking desert hues of the sunrises and sunsets. The blend of

earthy cacti colors, set against the desert sky, is second nature to you. It would be difficult to

remove the desert colors from your subconscious mind.Ablaze with Color—The desert is in its

glory with the vivid colors of the wildflowers. Photo courtesy of Lonnie Brock, nature

photographer.Likewise, if you moved to the desert as an adult, or visit it often, then its color

characteristics may have subtly become part of your color personality.The tropical regions are

rich in dramatic colors too. The flowers are exquisite in pure colors—the greens so very lush.

Even the birds exude a brilliance that is rare in northern regions. I doubt that a person who

lives in the natural brilliance of tropical colors could remain unaffected by their exuberance.

People who live in these regions may have an affinity to strong, pure-spirited hues.If you grew

up in a land of mountains, evergreen forests, sparkling lakes, fjords, rivers, and other

waterways, your love for green and blue hues may be substantial. These preferences could

easily include the beautiful water hues that are so dazzling—aqua greens, aqua blues, teals,

turquoises, deep blues, emerald greens, blue-violets (periwinkle), lavenders, yellow-greens,

chartreuses, and deep olives. No doubt, the blues and soft violets of distant mountains are



deep in your memory too.At sunrise and sunset, you can see the wonderful play of colors in

both the sky and the water. Violet, orange, lavender, gold, coral, pink, magenta—all can be

seen in both subtle and stunning drama.The Desert in Its Stunning Beauty—Desert vegetation

is like no other. It’s filled with magical color inspiration. Photo courtesy of Lonnie Brock, nature

photographer.The Land of Forests and Mountains—The evergreen forests and mountain

ranges are filled with green and blue hues, which are featured dramatically in areas such as

America’s Pacific Northwest.The vast countryside has its own rich blend of colors, often

varying greatly with the season. Fields may be ablaze with brilliant yellows, oranges,

chartreuses, or other strong colorings as crops reach maturity. During much of the year, the

subtle greens, browns, and rich earth tones are exhibited quietly. These understated colorings

become deeply embedded in people who have lived in one of the many farming regions of our

country.In the countryside, the feeling of spaciousness is so apparent. The open land and huge

sky seem to form a grand partnership that provides magnificent color combinations awaiting

our interpretations.Fields Shimmer with Vivid Color—The beautiful colors you see in farming

regions vary greatly with the seasons and the crops. Here, a field ablaze in the brilliant colors

of the rape plant contrasts with the red of the barn and the deep green of the hills in the

distance. Photo courtesy of Lonnie Brock, nature photographer.A Magnificent Partnership—

The open fields and rangelands form a great color partnership with the sky. Their palette can

be striking or quite mellow. Here, the sky provides wonderful hues to blend with the rich fields.

Photo courtesy of Lonnie Brock, nature photographer.Think about the natural colors of the area

where you grew up. How do you respond to these colors? If you are not certain, begin noticing

your reactions to colors that are common to the region where you spent the most time in your

childhood.If you moved from region to region as you grew up, your color personality may be

more complex and more difficult to discern. Visualize the regions you loved best. What colors

come to mind when you think of these regions? Your natural color inclinations may arise either

from the region where you lived the longest or from the area where you were the

happiest.Drama at Day’s End—Sunsets are filled with glorious colors that can elicit many

emotive feelings. Each sunset is like an exquisite palette. It gives us the opportunity to reflect

on another beautiful way to put colors together. Take advantage of these color inspirations by

recording them with your camera.THE BLENDING OF CULTURAL AND REGIONAL

INFLUENCESIn the United States, we are a compilation of so many countries rich with

traditions and cultures. Many regions of our country are microcosms of the cultures of far-off

lands.For example, there is a strong northern European influence in the Pacific Northwest

because so many of its early settlers came from the Scandinavian countries, where many

geographical features are so similar. This population’s naturally reserved personality, combined

with the area’s natural resources, helps define this region’s historical color use. Warm wood

tones, neutrals, and the blue hues of sky and water have been the mainstay colors of the

Pacific Northwest for generations.The color use and color spirit of faraway lands, such as Italy,

Turkey, South Africa, China, and Japan, are part of our country’s color history, and the cultural

and geographic features of these regions meld in our country’s colors. Natural geographic

influences, the origins of an area’s settlers, and the influence of new residents blend together

to set a regional color pattern.Close your eyes and allow your mind to see the colors of your

childhood region. Reflect on how these early influences have affected your color choices in

both your home and your quilts. Do the same for the area where you currently live. Find and

use the colors you are naturally drawn to as much as you can.THE ART OF SEEINGWhen I

was young, I believed that sky and water were blue, grass was green, sand was tan, stones

were gray, tree trunks were brown, and apples were red. You could have asked me the color of



almost anything, and I am quite certain that I would have been able to tell it to you in the blink

of an eye. You probably would have given similar responses. As children, we knew the color of

any item without giving it a second thought.One evening in my fourth decade of life, I had a

color epiphany while observing a glorious sunset. That experience awoke in me the realization

that I had never noticed how nature painted the world in colors. I had not really been aware of

the colors my eyes saw.It was a profound awakening for me to realize that knowing the colors

and seeing the colors were two different concepts. I was startled to find that my mind had been

working in color assumption mode for as long as I could remember. It was then that I decided

to seriously train my eyes to really take note of the colors I saw and to stop making color

assumptions that relied on color labeling, which is easy but not very accurate.Soon after this

experience, a simple idea for selecting colors for my quilts came to me. I experimented with the

idea on quilts. It was easy and fun, and, best of all, it gave me the guidance I needed to select

colors and fabrics. Thus was born the idea of visual coloring.Visual coloring works for

everyone, regardless of color experience. It doesn’t matter whether you are a color theorist

extraordinaire or you have never opened a color book. This method provides you with color

confidence as you create beautiful quilts.FIRST STEPS TO VISUAL COLORINGThe first step

to visual coloring is finding out what colors and color combinations you are drawn to. Your

intuitive color attractions are the foundation for visual coloring.To begin, set a date to have a

relaxing day, listening to your favorite music, keeping your favorite beverage close at hand, and

looking through magazines, calendars, date books, greeting cards, photos, and other similar

material in search of color combinations that you absolutely love. Be certain to keep this date

with yourself—it’s an important first step in creating beautiful quilts in the colors you love.As

you look through your selections, pull out all images that attract you deeply: those that take

your breath away, those filled with unbelievable beauty, those that give you a sense of serenity,

and those that bring you excitement or drama. Sort these images into visual groups (you can

use file folders to organize the images), such as brightly colored hues; soft, quiet colorings ;

autumnal colorations; and perhaps wintry hues.As you find new color-inspiration images you

love, add them to your files. Once you begin, you’ll find all sorts of color inspiration you will

want to duplicate in your quilts. Subconsciously, your eyes will continue to search for the color

combinations you love.Keep these color-inspiration files handy so you can thumb through the

images frequently to get your subconscious mind to begin thinking about the colors for your

next project. On these facing pages are samplings of color-inspiration images I have placed

into different files.Dramatic Color-Inspiration File—I have dozens of bold color-inspiration

images in this file because I love strong, clear colors. Flowers and sunsets are great for

providing dramatic coloring. Not all images need to be from nature. The chartreuse image is a

photo of a mixture of water and food coloring.Quiet Color-Inspiration File—Winter scenes, quiet

nature scenes, and grayed colors (tones) can all be part of this file. You can divide it further by

color or the emotions the images evoke.As you begin thinking about a new project, pull out

your files and study your images. You will probably find yourself responding to the colors in one

image more than any other. Those colors are the ones your creative spirit is most in tune with

at that particular time.You may notice that you respond differently to colors as the seasons

come and go and as your mood changes. One image might appeal to you most at one time,

and another might tug at your heart later.If you find yourself responding to two or more images

equally, you will have to decide which one to use. Generally, the decision is based on which

colors work best with the pattern you have selected or the fabrics you have available.Serene

Color-Inspiration File—I love serene color inspiration. The colors are so clear and striking even

though they are reflective in nature. Here are a few photos from my file.SELECTING COLORS



AND FABRICS WITH VISUAL COLORINGWhen using visual coloring, you are actually

selecting your colors and fabrics simultaneously. Quite simply, you are choosing fabrics to use

that visually read like the colors in the image. You are matching fabric colors with the image

colors. After you have selected your image, I recommend that you enlarge it to fit on an 8½-Ð ×

11-Ð sheet of paper (or other similar size). Enlarging the image allows you to see the colors more

easily than if you were working with a small image. Unexpected colors are more readily seen in

enlarged images.I have included two visual coloring examples to illustrate the concept of

pulling colors from the color-inspiration image and fabrics from your stash. These two

examples are Falling for Fall and Dance, Iris, Dance.Falling for FallSample 1: Falling for FallI

was surprised to find that I kept coming back to this simple photo for color inspiration. When I

began choosing the fabrics, I started with the colors my eyes saw first: the rusts, the most

brilliant reddish-oranges, and the background greens.As my eyes became acclimated to the

image, I began seeing the soft yellow, apricot, pink, and rose. Notice how closely the fabrics

match the photo. Visual coloring is simple to do, and it’s a quick way to select both colors and

fabrics for your quilts.This combination of fabrics seems to call for a traditional design, so I’ll be

designing a traditional-style quilt from this visual coloring image.Dance, Iris, DanceSample 2:

Dance, Iris, DanceThis image presents a strong emotive feeling with irises in dramatic

colorings. I began choosing fabrics from the most pronounced iris colors first. As I worked, my

eyes began seeing many more hues. These unexpected colors can be very important

additions, bringing depth or richness to the overall color plan.I absolutely love the fabrics I

chose from this visual coloring, and I am eager to begin designing a quilt with them. These

fabrics exude a contemporary feeling for me. Therefore, my design thoughts lean toward an

impressionistic garden or a contemporary design.If more fabrics were needed to create my

quilt design, I would head for my local quilt store with my image in hand. In the store, choosing

the fabrics that match the colors in my selected image would take only a few minutes.
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mrs, “Great book, shows you how to build a palette from any photo or object that appeals to

you!. Great book for anyone, but especially for someone who is not color confident . .. Joen

makes it so easy to figure out how to put a color combination together.”

Promis2b, “You won't look at things the same after this book!. This book is a must have for all

quilters. You will not look at things the same way after looking thru this book.My copy arrived

right before a road trip. My friend and I had both spent time reading and looking thru it before

the trip and during the trip it was pulled out a couple times as well. Our observations of the

scenery quickly were interpreted into quilt discussions!”

NonnaB, “The Art of Color. Sometimes I don't buy quilt books for technique or instruction.

Sometimes I just need a place to rest my eyes.  This is a beautiful book.”

Jan Campbell, “book review. This is probably this most beautiful book you can buy. It has the

most beautiful pictures of different countrysides then she puts that into a color scheme. The

books also has beautiful quilts for each color pallet that only enhance your viewing.”

A. Mar, “Visual. colouring by Joen Wolfrom. Excellent quilt manual for your personal library!!

Lots of relevant information and guidelines in selecting colourful fabrics for quilt projects”

Charmaine Kirk, “Pleased with purchase. Fast service! Pleased with purchase!”

The book by Joen Wolfrom has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 41 people have provided feedback.
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